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Sequential Compactness and
the Axiom of Choice
NORBERT BRUNNER

A theorem is effective iff it is proved in ZF°, where ZF° is ZermeloFraenkel set theory without the axioms of choice and foundation (regularity).
A well known effective theorem of F. Riesz states that a Hubert space is finite
dimensional iff its closed unit ball is compact. This may fail for sequential
compactness. If U is a set of urelements, equipped with the structure of 12, / is
the ideal of all finite subsets of U and G is the group of unitary operators, by an
argument similar to [7]. In the resulting permutation model P(U,G,I), each
orthonormal (= ON) system in U is finite. Therefore U is locally sequentially
compact, but there is no ON base for U. A similar situation holds for the
Dworetzky-Rogers characterisation of finite dimensional spaces ([9], Theorem
I.e.2). But in combination we get the effective result:
1 Theorem
space H:

In ZF° the following statements

are equivalent for a Hilbert

(a) The closed unit ball is sequentially compact.
(b) Each unconditionally convergent series converges absolutely.
(c) Each ON-system is Dedekind-fίnite.
Proof: In ZF° a first countable Hausdorff space X is sequentially compact, iff
each closed, discrete set is Z)-finite. Though only the obvious part of this
remark is used, a proof of its nontrivial implication can be given as follows:
Suppose X is not sequentially compact and x:w -> X is a sequence without
any convergent subsequence. We shall show that Im(x) is closed and discrete
but not ZMInite (Dedekind-finite). Because X is first countable, for p e Im(x)~f
the closure of Im(x), there is a neighborhood system (Uk)k€W and we set
Λ(0) = 0, n(k + 1) = min Nk if Nk = in > n(k):xn e Uk\Φφ. There is a k such
that Nk = φ. If not, the subsequence (x(n(k)))kew of x converges to p. Hence
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Ujζ Π Im(x) is finite, and by T2 and p e Im(x)~ there is an open 0, such that
0 Π Im(x) = \p\. Im(x) is closed and discrete.
Since ON-systems are closed and discrete, by this observation (a) implies (c).
If (on)neW, where w if the set of finite ordinal numbers, is an ON-sequence,
Σ

~ on

is an unconditionally convergent series which does not converge

n

absolutely, whence (c) follows from (b).
Conversely, an application of the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization to
any sequence (xn)n produces an ON-sequence (on)n which spans (xn)n. If (c)
holds, (on)n is finite. Since Riemann's theorem (in R" a series is absolutely
convergent if it converges unconditionally) and the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem
(a closed and bounded subset of R" is sequentially compact) are effective
(cf. [2]), then (a) and (b) follow from (c).
It is well-known, that in ZF° a Hubert space has an ON-base, iff it is isomorphic
to \2(B) for some B (the base). If its closed unit ball is sequentially compact, B
is D-finite. The converse fails, as is seen, e.g., in the Fraenkel model (U is a
countable union of pairs), where each locally sequentially compact topological
vector space is finite dimensional, as follows from the next argument together
with the axiom of multiple choice. We next investigate the strength of the
converse:
2 Theorem
The axiom ACγin of choice for countable families of nonempty
finite sets is effectively equivalent to the assertion that the closed unit ball of
each Hubert space with a Dedekind-finite ON-base is sequentially compact.
Proof: Assume ACγin and let D be D-finite.
The image of each x e \2(D) is Z)-finite. For if (in)n is an injective sequence
in Imx, then x~\in) is a countable family of disjoint, nonempty, finite sets,
and ACγin provides us with a choice function which determines an injective
sequence in D-Ά contradiction.
We first assume that H is a real Hubert space. Then Im(x) is a Z)-finite
subset of R. If Im(x) is infinite, there is a cluster point c of Im(x) different
from zero, for otherwise A = Im(x) U !0! would be an infinite, Z)-fΊnite closed
set of reals. This is impossible, since the complement of A is a countable union
of disjoint open intervals, the left endpoints of which form a one-to-one
sequence in A. If c Φ 0 is a cluster point of Im(x), there are infinitely many
d e D such that \x(d)\ > \ c > 0, whence x 4 \2(D). Therefore Im(x) is finite for
x e \2(D) and so x has a finite support s(x) -\d e D: x(d) Φ φ\.
If H is a complex Hubert space the above argument shows that /mixI is

finite, where \x\(d) = \x(d)\. Hence if Im(x) is infinite, Ar - \x(d): \x(d)\ = r\ is
infinite for some r > 0 and x 4 \2(D).
If (xn)n

is a sequence in 1 2 Φ), U s(xn) is finite. Otherwise we could
n

construct a one-to-one sequence in D (using ACγin), which is impossible. Since
the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem holds in finite dimensional spaces, \2(D) is
locally sequentially compact.
Assume conversely, that each Z)-finite dimensional Hubert space is locally
sequentially compact.
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Then each countable family (Fn)n of nonempty finite sets contains an
infinite subfamily with a choice function. We may assume that (Fn)n is a
disjointed family. If no infinite subset of (Fn)n has a choice function, D = (J Fn
n

is an infinite, Z)-finite set. Let yn be the characteristic function of the set Fn. In
xn = TΓ"^, new, forms an ON sequence, contradicting our hypothesis.
\\yn ii
From this remark it follows that each sequence (Fn)n of finite sets FnΦ φ
has a choice function. Let CV be the set of all choice functions on (Fn)nejγ,
New.
Since each Fn is finite, C/v is finite and (Cj^)New has a "partial choice
function": /„(&) e Cw(fc), AZ(&) < «(fc + 1). We define a choice function / o n (Fn)n
b y / ( F π ) = / Λ ( Λ + D ( F Λ ) , w(Λ) < « < n(* + 1).
In the preceding proof we were led to consider a partial axiom of choice.
PAC is the axiom that each infinite family of nonempty sets has an infinite subfamily with a choice function. PAC- is PAC for countable families, PACfin is
PAC for families of finite sets, and PACγin is equivalent to ACγin. Since under
AC- each infinite set has a countable subset, PAC follows from AC-. Conversely as in 2, PAC implies PAC- from which in turn AC- follows. Clearly
PACfin follows from ACfin, but the converse is not true:
3 Example:
PACfin does not imply ACfin or^4C- effectively, and ACτin does
not imply PACfjn.
\2(D)

Proof: It was shown by [1] that the Fraenkel-Halpern permutation model
satisfies Ramsey's theorem, which in turn yields PACfin by [6]. It is wellknown that the Fraenkel-Halpern model does not even satisfy AC2 or AC-.
In the model P(U,G,I) of [4], where U = [j P, P an infinite family of
disjoint pairs, G the group of permutations g such that gP = P, and / the ideal of
finite sets, PACfin fails, while it follows from standard arguments that ACjin
holds (cf. [10], example 4.4).
There is a weaker notion of effectiveness permitting the use of the axiom of
foundation. It follows from the transfer results of Pincus (cf. [5]) together with
the remarks of [ 1 ] that in Example 3 this weaker version of effectiveness may
be substituted.
PACfin was first defined by Kleinberg [ 6 ] ; PAC- was discovered by
Hickman (cf. [8]) who showed that it implies D-finite sets are finite.
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